MAM Students Raise National Coca-Cola Scholarship

Students learned the importance of the Jump Rope for Heart initiative, which raises money to support the American Heart Association. For Musumeci, the extensive application process paid off in the form of a $20,000 scholarship, which she will use to pursue a career in medicine. She said, because there were so many students across the nation who applied for the scholarship, the competition was fierce. "The application process was pretty intense," Musumeci said. "The initial application was basic, but the semifinalist application was more in-depth and asked for a statement of impact, two letters of recommendation and things along those lines. Then there was the regional application, which was an interview in person, or over the phone." For the eighth year in a row, the Phoenix Central School District’s music program produced national recognition with a win at the national festival for the Concert Chorus. For the second year in a row, the Phoenix Central School District received the titanium-level School Safety Honor Society recognition from the National School Safety Council. For the year-over-year spending increase to a minimum of 0.6% while maintaining academic, extracurricular and athletic programs. This year’s proposed budget to prepare for the uncertainty of future budget years. This year’s budget vote will include the budget proposal and two additional propositions. One proposition will ask voters to continue with our bus replacement schedule by replacing four old 46-passenger buses. These purchases are 90% aided by New York State. The second proposition will ask voters to approve an increase in the amount of $1,591 to assist the Phoenix Public Library with operational costs so that they are better able to serve our community. This year, the Board of Education, staff and community for their dedication and commitment in supporting exemplary programs for our students. I am truly honored to be your superintendent and encourage you to contact me at (315) 695-1555.
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